
Location of sculpturesThe works are not labelled, but their locations are well plotted on this map 
should you wish to follow the route and refer to names and materials.

Start in the inner courtyard...
1. Love and Science (2010) Highgrove Cedar wood

Paving below the Library Terrace...
2. Something rich and strange (2010) stone from Highgrove

Balanced on the wall end...
3. Ash freeform (2010) wood, white pigment

Lawn after first steps...
4. Block (2010) Portland stone

 Low wall beyond path...
5. Sussex Sleepers (2008) Portland stone

Top of the terrace, on path... 
6. Pedestal (2008) Portland stone

Up the gravel path... 
7. Honeytrap (2006) Forest of Dean stone

Steps on the top terrace...
8. Burden (2004) Cornish serpentine, Dean stone

Descend to upper lawn... 
9. Family of Man (2003) African Rosewood 

Walk up slope... 
10. Outsider (2010) teak wood

Enter gates to walled garden...
11. Detainee (2008) granite

At the wall end of rose garden...
12. Arete (2005) bronze from limewood carving

Down through yew hedging...
13. Cherrytorso (2008) cherry wood, pigment

Grassy clearing...
14. King and Queen (2008) bronze from yew carving

Head for the parkland...
15. Ceres (2003) oak, Portland base

Meander along path...  
16. Line (2007) bronze from Bath stone carving

Continue to...
17. Gemini (2007) cherry wood

Emerge onto avenue...
18. Gaiakali (2008) Cornish stone

Walk towards House...
19. Lovelog (2010) wood, light grey pigment

Emerge onto main lawn...
20. Lewes Group (2010) limestone

Price lists are available, but your consideration - and perhaps
recommendation to others to visit - is of greatest importance. 

A short book on the sculptor, with a foreword by Sir Roy Strong, is available. DO touch the sculptures carefully... but please ensure children are supervised.



The Sculptures
The works span from 2002 to 2010 and are direct carvings, or occasionally cast in bronze 
from them. These are approached without the use of a model or maquette, which is seen by 
the artist as deadening to the creative process. Edgar's work goes further, in that carvings 
are initiated without prior thought. Indeed, when forms start to appear, the block is often 
turned to suppress these until richer, more ambiguous imagery emerges. The very process 
seems to open or divide the block further to enable better consideration of forms. Mere 
translation of intent is seen as akin to the experience of a chain-gang worker.

Several sculptures are worked at any one time to allow frequent fresh returns to each work. 
Working blocks over a long period, Edgar finds the clean markings of newly removed wood 
contrasting with aged surfaces disruptive to viewing the developing forms. Thus, some are 
whitewashed as they are carved to remove the ambiguity, giving a seamless surface with 
which to determine progress. The surface colour; the figuring of a fine block - all this is mere 
detail which disappears over time - so why let it exert too much influence early on? 
In the absence of an intentional vision, the naming of works may try to make some sense or 
structure for the forms that have emerged, but the sculptor has no wish to cramp the 
perception of the viewer.  Indeed, your interpretation - and the passing of time - helps the 
artist start to understand where the work is coming from.
 
Carving blocks with provenance
Interesting histories seem to help the carvings develop and some pieces link to particular 
locations or people; such as the timber butt (now the work Lovelog) donated by the Gaia 
scientist James Lovelock whilst sitting for a portrait at his home in Cornwall.
 An article in Spring 2008 described how disease forced the felling of a Cedar tree next to 
HRH The Prince of Wales' home at Highgrove. He honoured its position by constructing an 
oak pavilion over its base, having been advised not to use the cedar wood for this purpose. 
Edgar put pen to paper, wondering whether His Royal Highness had retained any of the tree 
after its sad loss. A reply was received with the gracious offer of one of the blocks. Travelling 
to Highgrove, several sections of the cedar were selected, as well as a small block of stone. In 
2009, both blocks started to be worked by hand without preconception and after a year, 
something has emerged from each. An offer of their loan back to Highgrove or one of the 
Prince of Wales' charities seemed appropriate. This was received with the suggestion that the 
works might be loaned to the Cotswold Care Hospice of which HRH is Patron. After their 
unveiling at the Chawton House exhibition, they will travel to Minchinhampton, where 
hopefully they may have some small role in helping enrich the surroundings there for a short 
while.

Enquiries about works:  07855 411 557 (sculptor) or  01420 541010 (Chawton House)

Email:  sculpture@chawton.net

Web archive of works: www.jonedgar.co.uk

Open weekdays only: Mon-Fri 10am-4pm, plus these Sundays: 25 July, 22 Aug, 19 Sept 

Registered charity No. 1026921. 

         benefits from each work sold.

Chawton House Library values creativity in its widest sense and is 
therefore proud to present its first exhibition of sculpture in the 
grounds of the historic Elizabethan manor house that once belonged to 
Jane Austen's brother, Edward Austen Knight, and which she knew well.  
The house and gardens are a fascinating blend of architectural styles 
and features which have undergone extensive conservation and 
restoration work during the past 15 years. In bringing together a body 
of sculpture in an inspiring setting, it is hoped the result can be enriching 
and affecting - or at the very least may inspire thought or wonder 
through the twenty contemporary works presented here. 

The Landscape
The Wilderness at Chawton was laid out when the garden still consisted of courts and 
compartments that probably dated back to the original Elizabethan design of around 1590.  
All these are long gone, but the Wilderness, perhaps planted in the 1720s, remains and is the 
only survival of the earliest phase of garden design for which we have evidence. Then it 
consisted of diagonal paths lined by blocks of coppiced ash, which gave a sense of enclosed 
space. The garden suffered badly from the storms of 1987 and 1990, the Wilderness especially 
so. However, some of the atmosphere of its former incarnation endures and the sculptures 
sited here will help to give back some the sense of discovery that would have been present in 
the original design. The atmosphere of the Wilderness appealed to the sculptor, who thought 
that it would provide long vistas and hidden pockets by which to come across the works. To 
lead the vistor to the Wilderness, some of the sculptures have also been placed in and around 
the early 20th century Library Terrace possibly designed by Edwin Lutyens, the Edwardian 
Upper Terrace, which was restored in 2008, and the Walled Kitchen Garden which was 
designed by Edward Austen Knight and completed in 1820, but later converted to a flower 
garden by his grandson, Montagu Knight. It has recently been restored and planted as much as 
possible according to Edward's original design. 

The Artist
Jon Edgar (b.1968) is a sculptor of The Frink School, a small independent sculpture academy 
whose direction was more concerned with revelation in sculpture than solely for its viability 
in the art market or gallery. Its focus on the human figure remained the first source of 
inspiration, as it has from the earliest times. Edgar balances work in clay - portraits of sitters of 
whose independent stance he is appreciative of - with carving. The additive contrasts with the 
reductive, but the work from life - along with countless landscape and organic references - 
seem to re-emerge through the carved stone and wood. There is a diversity in the body of 
work as the block size, proportions and material may be incredibly variable. 

Several portraits are in public collections.
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